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In the context of a modern economy, economic science tries to ex
plain what and how much all of us buy and sell, what prices we pay
and receive, and the effects of taxes and expenditures by the govern
ment. These few words contain a tremendous variety of activities and
phenomena. We humans buy and sell not only chickens, which yield
immediate satisfaction, but also factories and machines, which yield
outputs and revenues in the future. We buy and sell such sophisticated
commodities as securities, i.e., bonds and stocks. These are obligations
to pay and receive amounts of money (itself a stage removed from goods
in a simple sense) at points in the future and, in the case of stocks, the
amounts are not even prescribed but depend on future events and deci
sions not completely predictable at the time of the securities transfer.
The prices we receive or pay include such abstractions as a rate of
interest.
This is a very incomplete survey of the subject matter that economics
seeks to explain. Economics is the attempt to systematize all these
phenomena, to find underlying regularities and patterns in the relations
among the prices and quantities it studies. It seeks to understand the
basic motives that guide the economic agents in their decisions, and
it tries to draw the implications of these motives for the evolution of
prices and quantities. It is fair to say that economics was given its
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present orientation by Adam Smith, whose book, An Enquiry Concern
ing the Wealth of Nations, was published in 1776 a date otherwise of
considerable significance. It was his great insight that there is a mutual
interaction between the workings of the economic system and the ac
tions of every individual. The overall magnitudes, totals sold and bought,
prices paid and received, are the result of the actions of individuals,
but in turn the system magnitudes control the actions of individuals.
Even though everyone is trying to act to his or her own benefit, the
results may correspond to no one's intent. For example, a firm will
seek to maximize its profits (that is, make them as large as possible)
taking as given the prices it pays for inputs and receives for outputs.
But competition among many firms, each maximizing profits, results
in minimum profits. The elaboration of the interconnectedness of the
economy and the reciprocity between the system and the individual has
been a fine example of international scientific intercourse over more
than two centuries, as what the Scotsman Smith introduced was further
developed by the Frenchman, Leon Walras, and the Italian, Vilfredo
Pareto.
The economic system performs several functions, but the one that
is most stressed by modern economists is the allocation of resources.
Goods flow from place to place. They start from farm or mine through
various stages of transformation to end in the hands of their ultimate
consumers. Where and to whom they go and what processes are per
formed are the result of myriad individual economic decisions all pro
foundly influenced by the conditions of the market. Goods will not be
produced if the prices received do not cover the costs of production
or if there is no one who will buy them.
What is remarkable about the process by which the market system
allocates resources is that it requires surprisingly little knowledge of
the entire system by any one individual. The seller need only know there
is a buyer willing to pay a suitable price and does not need to know
(and usually does not know) why the buyer wants the product, whether
to resell or to use in further production. This economy of vision is not
merely the product of a modern complex society. In Athens of the 5th
century B.C., Herodotus, the "Father of History" and certainly an
unusually well-informed man of his day, did not know the ultimate source
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of the tin which the Greeks imported to make bronze. All he knew was
that the Greek settlers in what is now Marseilles bought tin from mer
chants who brought it down the Rhone. We know now that it ultimate
ly came from Britain, a land whose very existence had only legendary
meaning to Herodotus.
As economists see it, the chief coordinating instruments are prices.
A price is an incentive to sellers or producers and a penalty to buyers.
If there is a serious imbalance between supply and demand, prices rise
or fall to bring the two into balance. Thus, if there is more supply than
demand at a given price, competition among sellers brings prices down,
both reducing supply and increasing demand. An equilibrium is a set
of prices for which the corresponding inducements to sellers and buyers
lead to equality of supply and demand on each market. The price system
explains the limited need for knowledge by any one participant; it is
necessary to know only the prices of the commodities in which he or
she deals.
Economists differ as to the degree to which equilibria are actually
attained. Some argue that the economy is very nearly in equilibrium
all of the time; others, like myself, point to recurrent unemployment
and to the nonexistence of markets for future sale and delivery as serious
deficiencies in the equilibrium account of the economic world. But all
agree that the tendencies toward equilibrium are real and important.
With this sketch of what economics is all about, let me turn to what
I regard as the most significant and indeed dramatic developments of
the last 50 years: the fuller and deeper exploration of the time dimen
sion in economic behavior, the importance of uncertainty, and the
recognition of information and knowledge as significant economic
variables. These are interrelated developments, as we shall see.
Exchange and transformation of goods are the key economic
phenomena, as has been emphasized. But these can occur not only over
space or across industries but also over time. Individuals live for ex
tended periods of time. They have concern, not only for their own futures
but for their children and others beyond their own lifetime. Production
takes time. The farmer plants first and harvests only after a period of
time. Factory production also takes time. The production of a given
commodity is not only a time-consuming process but also requires the
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use of instruments, whether machines or buildings, which wear out only
gradually and over very long periods of time. Inventories are essential
for the smooth running of production and have to be held for some period
of time, though usually brief. Wine must be held for several years to
achieve its full potential, and the greater the wine the more it will im
prove with age. Electric power generating plants have effective lifetimes
of 30 years and more; dams for power or for irrigation may be useful
for a century.
The choices of the amounts and durabilities of investment projects
are based on two values. One is the individual desire to protect oneself
for the future, that is, to save; the other is the usefulness of investment
in creating new valuable products in the more or less distant future.
The saver will use the money not expended on current consumption
to purchase bonds or stocks, whose sale finances investment. More fun
damentally, we can see that for the economy as a whole the resources
diverted from consumption by the individuals' desire to save are made
available for investment.
How are these desires on the parts of different sectors of the economy
coordinated or, in technical language, brought into equilibrium? There
are now two periods in which transactions must take place, in the pres
ent and in the future, when the product resulting from the investment
becomes available. Today we have current markets for bonds or
securities or other instruments of saving, and these operate like other
markets. There are prices for these securities; in the case of bonds, the
price effectively determines the rate of interest. But in the future, there
is no such simple step. The product to be produced has to find a market.
But there is not today any market for future sales and purchases of goods,
with some few exceptions, and therefore no prices for them.
The profitability of an investment, therefore, can never be calculated
from market data at the time of investment. Future prices are "expected"
or "anticipated." We move from the concrete world of markets and
market prices to a less solid realm of expectation. Now forming expec
tations and acting on them are surely among the most characteristic of
human actions. Shakespeare put this observation in the mouth of that
most reflective character Hamlet: "Sure, he that made us with such
large discourse,/ Looking before and after, gave us not/ That capabili-
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ty and god-like reason/ To fust in us unused." (Hamlet, Act IV, Scene
4). It is not only future prices that one must look "before"; more general
ly, the future conditions under which production and consumption will
take place must be anticipated, for they are not currently known. Family
size, market conditions, innovations whether to facilitate one's produc
tivity or to create competitors, and weather conditions are among the
innumerable conditions which will shape our decisions tomorrow and
which therefore affect today's decisions to save or to invest.
The image or expectation of the future, therefore, shapes the pre
sent. What we expect for the future will affect the amount we wish to
save and how we distribute that amount among alternative ways of sav
ing. What we expect for the future will also determine the directions
in which we plan investments and therefore take at least the first steps
to embody our plans in concrete and metal. But these decisions have
concrete effects today. A high willingness to save reduces current con
sumption. It may cause workers, therefore, to shift from consumption
goods industries to investment goods industries, from garments to con
struction. Workers may have to shift geographically to implement the
interindustrial shift. A different set of expectations about the future leads
to a different present world.
To digress for a minute, the principle here goes beyond economics.
Images of future peace or war determine our present armaments and
military preparations and may indeed lead to war or peace now. Ex
pectations of good or bad future lives can influence our present attitude
towards life, towards having children, towards developing or not
developing social and cultural skills.
The elaboration of this picture of the economic world, in which the
anticipations of the future affect the present and, of course, our present
actions in investment and savings, help to determine the future, which
I take to be perhaps the leading development in economic theory and
analysis in the last 50 or 60 years. Let me mention by name the great
pioneers of the 1930s, Ragnar Frisch, of Norway, and John R. Hicks,
who died at the time these words were being written. These names are
not household words like John Maynard Keynes, yet I would hold that
their works are even today more influential in the practice of economics.
Subsequent elaboration has resulted in an increasingly sophisticated set
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of models of economic action over time, followed by empirical im
plementation of at least certain aspects, most noticeably in the securities
markets, to which I will return a bit later.
I have emphasized the future, but the future always brings uncertain
ty. Perhaps the greatest intellectual step of all in our understanding of
the role of time in economics has been the explicit recognition of uncer
tainty as an economic fact and as a factor recognized by individuals
in their market behavior. Investors and savers alike are aware of the
universality of uncertainty. They are uncertain about future prices, about
future technology, about future preferences for goods.
Yet it is only after 1947 that economists and decision analysts
developed explicit methods for assisting individuals, firms and govern
ments in making decisions under uncertainty and to study the equilibrium
configuration of the economy when agents are uncertain about the future
and know they are uncertain. The study of this topic has transformed
the content of economics, more perhaps than might be expected on first
consideration.
The study of human behavior under uncertainty deepened and inten
sified our understanding of one of the basic and most enduring themes
in economic analysis, the notion of rationality. Implicitly in Adam Smith,
explicitly in the economic theorists of the last quarter of the nineteenth
century who in many ways set the basic structure of modern economics,
the actors in the economy are considered to be rational beings in their
choices.
First of all, firms are supposed to be rational in the sense that they
seek, successfully, to maximize their profits under the conditions they
face. This implies, for example, that each firm chooses methods of pro
duction that make as small as possible the cost of production of whatever
amount is produced and produces that quantity which will yield the
largest profit possible, that is, the excess of revenue over cost is max
imized. Rationality is identified with maximization; a rational firm will
not rest content with one level of profits if by changing either its methods
of production or its quantity produced it can make higher profits. Sec
ond, each consumer or household is assumed to choose the quantities
of the different goods consumed (and amount of labor supplied) so as
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to maximize some measure of the satisfaction the consumer receives,
given the prices the household faces and the income it has.
These have been the traditional criteria for economic rationality. Under
conditions of uncertainty, however, the concept of rationality becomes
stronger, that is, says more about the behavior of economic actors. It
is required that there be consistency among choices made under dif
ferent conditions of uncertainty. To state in detail these criteria and their
justification would take more space than is deserved here; but they can
be made very persuasive indeed. They lead to the following standard
formulation: We do not know which of several different possible out
comes will occur, but we can assign probabilities to each possible out
come. The actions taken by firms and households are like bets, in that
the outcome of any such action (investment, act of saving) depends both
on the action taken and the outcome in fact realized (e.g., which horse
will win in a racetrack bet, what future product prices will be). In this
language, I give one example of a rationality assumption: If you are
willing to bet on an event, and the odds change in your favor, you are
still willing to make the bet.
Earlier, when discussing the way resources are allocated over time,
I stressed the importance of expectations of future prices. When uncer
tainty is recognized, the concept of expectations is broadened. There
is no single price expected; the investor or saver is uncertain about future
prices and knows he or she is uncertain. Economic actors hold pro
bability distributions of future prices for each commodity and each time
period in the future. Put a slightly different way, there is a set of con
tingent prices, one for each commodity in each time period under each
of the possible states of affairs that may prevail between now and the
time in question. For example, we might have a price for wheat next
year contingent on the weather that prevails in the intervening period.
Actually, in fuller detail, we should have a price for wheat next year
contingent on the weather, demand conditions here and in foreign coun
tries, technological innovations in the milling industry, new informa
tion about the health implications of bread and of rival commodities,
and so forth. Each contingent price is a well- defined number, but the
contingencies themselves are uncertain. Each actor in the economy
assigns probabilities to the alternative possible contingencies.
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Let us suppose that these contingent prices and the probabilities at
tached to the contingencies are rationally developed by the participants
in the economy. Then, if all the relevant information is publicly known,
all individuals will have the same probability judgments. This theory
may seem very general, but in fact it has striking implications for the
pricing of securities. Namely, on the best available information, the
average change will be zero (corrected for dividend payments). That
is, the price of the security tomorrow is not known today. All investors
assign the same probabilities to the different possible values of tomor
row's price. Then the average of these different possible values,
calculated using these probabilities, must be today's price. The reason
for this conclusion is that if it were not so, if there were some predic
table tendency for the price to rise from today to tomorrow on the
average, then buyers would bid up the price of the stock today and so
remove the profit opportunity.
This exposition contains in a nutshell what has come to be known
as the "rational expectations" theory of the movement of prices and
quantities over time. No doubt there is a slightly absurd aspect in assign
ing complete rationality and complete foresight within the limits of ineliminable uncertainty, a point illustrated by a parable widely repeated
among economists: Two economists are walking down the street. One
says, "Look, there's a $20 bill lying on the street," to which the other
replies, "There can't be; if there were, someone else would have already
picked it up." Nevertheless, the hypothesis that securities price changes
are unpredictable from current prices has been subject to a good deal
of empirical test. Many studies have confirmed the hypothesis very well;
others have found minor variations.
Recognizing the importance of uncertainty in forward-looking
economic behavior has led to another crucial extension of our perspec
tives, understanding information as an economic variable. Information
can be looked at broadly as any observation which changes one's pro
bability judgments. Up to this point, I have made explicitly the assump
tion that all information is public, that it is freely available to all in
dividuals equally. In fact, of course, different agents have different in
formation. Certainly, each firm, for example, knows its own produc
tion possibilities better than other firms and better than possible investors;
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similarly, consumers know their own future needs better than others
and particularly better than potential lenders to them. In a complex world
with much more knowledge than any one individual can have, knowledge
is specialized. Indeed, increasingly what workers of all kinds are sell
ing is knowledge of a kind that others do not have; physicians, lawyers,
and professors are no doubt extreme examples of what is, however,
a very widespread characteristic. But such a world is one in which dif
ferences in information not only exist but are the very reason for the
existence of economic transactions.
There are many implications of this new viewpoint. One is that prices,
particularly of securities or other assets, themselves convey informa
tion, for they reveal something of what other people know. If one in
vestor sees a rise in the price of a security for no reason known to him,
it might at first be concluded that he or she will sell. In fact, the in
vestor might be better off to infer that someone else has received
favorable news and acted on that and therefore to conclude that the securi
ty is worth more than originally thought.
There are many other implications of differing information among
economic agents. In a transaction between a less and a more informed
person, the former cannot be sure the latter is using the information
available in the former's interest. This leads to provisions in contracts
and in the nature of industrial organization which depart considerably
from the simple model of buying and selling services and goods at fix
ed prices. The new analysis has explained the many complex systems
of rewards and long-term contractual relations as responses to the
possibility of exploitation of special informational inequalities.
I have given to this point a fairly glowing picture of the success of
economic theory in grasping more realistically many aspects of the
economic relations among individuals: transactions over time, the
presence of uncertainty, and the existence of private and uncommunicated
information. I must add a sense of caution and limits to the ac
complishments, not only about the state of theory but even at the level
of fully understanding what the questions are.
It has in fact been a long-standing complaint against standard economic
theory that it depends too much on the assumption of rationality. The
complaint was raised by Thorstein Veblen, a famous dissenting
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economist at the turn of the century, against a theory of rational behavior
in circumstances much less complex than those now studied, a world
of certainty and predictability. Economic agents do not and indeed cannot
perform all the calculations demanded by the theory. To anticipate prices
rationally, they have in effect to understand a correct model of the
economy and use it to project future prices or, more precisely, what
future prices would be under a great variety of possible contingencies.
The impossibility of carrying out such calculations is manifest from
everyday observation and confirmed by the inability of economists us
ing our theory and our computing power to make good forecasts (even
good contingent forecasts). The theory of computation shows that the
necessary computations have a high degree of complexity.
In recent years, cognitive psychologists have studied the abilities of
humans to make rational choices and form probability judgments ra
tionally in experimental situations far less complex than the real
economy. Not only are the assumptions of rational behavior strongly
contradicted, but systematic kinds of bias are found. Two are of special
interest because of their potential implications for economics. One is
a tendency to overconfidence. People usually rate their own abilities
above average; obviously, this cannot be true of half of them. Thus,
the buyer of a security is not so likely to ask himself or herself what
the seller knows that motivates the sale; the buyer simply assumes his
or her superiority of understanding. A second is that choices that are
objectively the same are looked at differently according to the context,
a phenomenon known as "framing." The same outcome can usually
be thought of as a loss or a gain, depending on what the outcome is
being compared to. For example, a profit on the sale of a stock could
be thought of as a gain compared to the purchase price and a loss com
pared with what was expected or what could have been made in an alter
native investment. Rational behavior implies that these comparisons are
irrelevant to a decision to sell the stock. But a considerable body of
both experimental and field evidence in psychology implies that action
does indeed depend on framing the decision as a gain or a loss.
There are many phenomena observed in the market which can be in
terpreted to confirm lack of rationality. These are best drawn from the
securities markets, not so much because they are central to the economy
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but because they can be far better observed than other economic
phenomena, such as investments in plant and equipment. There is con
siderable evidence that stock and bond prices fluctuate far more than
is consistent with rational behavior on the part of the participants. The
theory would imply that the current price of a security is the present
value of its future returns averaged over all contingencies. Then the
price should change only as the probabilities of different contingencies
change in response to new information. But important new informa
tion is rare. The price of a given stock frequently changes by 5 percent
in a single day with no significant news about its prospects. This undue
response to small changes conforms to some generalizations found ex
perimentally by cognitive psychologists.
Another observation is the large volume of transactions on organiz
ed markets. The assumptions of rational behavior, including rationali
ty in deducing changes in the information of others from changes in
market prices, would imply that no transactions would take place simply
because of some change in the private information of some individual,
although the price would alter. Transactions would be motivated by hedg
ing or changes in other circumstances of the individual (aging or other
changes in wealth or need prospects). For example, on the foreign ex
change markets, a purchase or sale would be rational as an accompani
ment to a sale or purchase abroad, to hedge against changes in the value
of the payment. Hence the volume of transactions would be at most
equal to the volume of foreign trade. In fact, the transaction volume
is hundreds of times greater.
What can we conclude? The image of the future, cloudy though it
be, powerfully influences the current state of the economic world (and
indeed the social and political world). The formation of this image owes
something indeed to our individual and collective efforts to use our ex
perience and our preconceptions to that end. We are not without sense
and reason, but we are subject to the necessity of oversimplification
and to biases built into us. We can effectively use only part of the
knowledge that is or could be available to us. But even if we used all
we could, our prevision would be deficient because so much can hap
pen that will necessarily be a total surprise.
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An important task of economic analysis today, in conjunction with
recent work in psychology and in computer science, is to know better
how we come to acquire knowledge and form beliefs and how we act
and can act on that knowledge.

